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NOTES ON STYLE AND CITATIONS FOR CONTRIBUTORS
The Editors of the Journal, feeling that potential contributors would welcome some guidance
as to the stylistic conventions observed in the Journal, have prepared the following notes on
styling. If contributors are in any doubt as to questions of style, they could consult previous
copies of the Journal of African Law for clarification.

SPELLING

English spelling; use the suffix "-ize" rather than "-ise".

PUNCTUATION

Double quotes should be used for primary quotations; single for quotes within quotes.
Punctuation should not be included unless it is logically part of the quotation.

DATES

29 May, 1987. Not May 29th, 1987; the 29th May, 1987, etc. Dates, whether attached to
legislation or otherwise, are preceded and followed by commas: Married Women's Property
Act, 1884,

CITATIONS

Standard British methods of citation are followed (please note that these are not the same as
American or continental European conventions).

Books

Author (initial and name), title (underlined: this will be printed in italics), place and date of
publication (name of publisher not normally needed), page number(s) without p or pp.
[J. Smith, Introduction to African Law, London, 1979, 324.]
All words in the book-title should have capital initials, except minor form-words [to, by, and,
a, an, the, etc.]

Articles

Author (as above, with initials on first mention), title (in double quotes, NOT underlined),
year of volume, number of volume, title of serial publication (underlined), page number(s)
without p. or pp.
[J. Smith, "Torts in English and African legal systems", (1981) 15 African Law Journal 64.]
Where a journal has its own or a standard mode of citation, this is employed: [1969] J.A.L.
182; (1969) 18 I.C.L.Q. 489.
The title of the journal is underlined (this will be printed in italics).
Please note: the titles of law reports and legislation SHOULD NOT be underlined. These
should be printed in plain text, NOT italics.

Cases

Modes of citation of different series in different countries vary so widely that no precise
guidance can be given. But: (i) The usual English style is employed wherever appropriate. This
is generally in the order: date, volume no., if any, initials of report, page: [1969] 2 All E.R.
678, at 690. (ii) The mode of citation officially adopted by the report itself will be followed in
preference to the general English pattern. Please underline the names of the cases: Jones v.
Smith.

FOOTNOTES

Should be at the bottom of each page of text and should be numbered serially from 1 to 99
continuously.
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